
Luminite Genesis product range 
 

Wireless PIR detectors 
G1 Wireless PIR’s  30m x 20m    LGWP3020 
G1 Wireless PIR’s  15m x 20m    LGWP1520 
G1 Wireless PIR’s  40m x 4.5m    LGWP4004 
G1 Wireless PIR’s  12m Horizontal curtain  LGWP12HC 
G1 Wireless PIR’s  12m Vertical curtain   LGWP12VC 
 
G2 Wireless PIR’s 30m x 20m    LG2WP3020 
G2 Wireless PIR’s 60m x 4m    LG2WP6004 
 
Wireless Accessories 
IP Masthead/Repeater      LGIP MT434 
Masthead/Repeater       LGMT434 
Masthead Relay Unit      LGMRU4x4 
Relay Expansion Module      LGREM4x4 
IP Masthead with Relays     LGIP MRU4x4 
Walk Test Instrument      LGWT434 
16 way relay unit      LGRU16 
Relay module       LGRM8 
16 way relay unit with end of line resistor   LGRU16ELR 3 versions 
Relay module with end of line resistor   LGRM8ELR  3 versions 
High efficiency antenna for mastheads   AE434 
Magnetic version of the above    AE434 MAG 
Transmitter module      LGTX434 
Wireless Remote Set/Un-Set Key Point   LGKSQ 
Test transmitter for G2 hard wired PIR detectors  LG2TM434 
 
Hard wired PIR detectors 
G1 Wired PIR’s  30m x 20m    LGHW3020 
G1 Wired PIR   15m x 20m    LGHW1520 
G1 Wired PIR   40m x 4.5m    LGHW4004 
G1 Wired PIR  12m horizontal curtain  LGHW12HC 
G1 Wired PIR  12m vertical curtain   LGHW12VC 
 
G2 Wired PIR’s  30m x 20m    LG2HW3020 
G2 Wired PIR’s  60m x 4m    LG2HW6004 
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All rights reserved.   Unauthorised duplication of this handbook by any means  
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Luminite Electronics Ltd. 
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PRE-INSTALLATION NOTES 

Unpacking 
On receipt, inspect the package and contents for signs of damage.   If damage has oc-
curred, advise the carrier and/or suppliers immediately.   Inspect the contents to confirm 
that all items are present and undamaged.   If any items are missing or damaged, contact 
the supplier immediately.   It is advisable that the original carton is retained as this forms 
the safest transport container in the event that a unit has to be returned for any reason. 

 

Servicing 
This unit should not require general servicing.   Any repair work should only be under-
taken by qualified service personnel. 

 
Moisture 
Do not expose the internal electronics of this unit to moisture i.e. take care during installa-
tion or when changing batteries not to allow rain or damp into the product.   When the 
product is sealed it is water resistant to IP67. 

 

Box Contents 
1 x GENESIS wireless PIR detector 
1 x 1/4 wave antenna 
1 x sun shield 
2x C cell alkaline batteries (May already  befitted in detector) 
4 x no 8 wall plugs 
4 x no 8 2” screws 
1 x 3 mm hexagonal key 
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LGWP Wireless PIR Detector Specification. 
 
Suitable for BS8418 systems. Grade 2 EN50131-1 
 
Lens types  15 metre x 90deg 
   40 metre x 1deg 
   Horizontal curtain 12 metre 90 deg 
   Vertical curtain 12 metre 90 deg 
 
Mounting height 1.5-4metres 
 
 
Alarms  & tampers Detection / Anti Tamper / Anti Cloaking / Shock/3 Axis inertia 
 
 
Compensation Day light and temperature compensation 
 
 
Batteries  2 x 1.5 volt alkaline C cells 
Battery life  2 years approximately. ( Depending on number of activations) 
 
 
RF output  434.525Mhz 10m/w 
RF range  1 Km line of sight 
Encoding  Rolling code 
Call In   Every 60-80 seconds 
 
Enclosure  3 mm  polycarbonate (except for Fresnel lens and wall bracket) 
IP rating  67 
 
Temperature range –10 to +60 deg C 
 
Types of tamper 
 
Front cover micro switch 
Activated when the cover screw is removed. 
  
Shock sensor 
Piezo sensor detects physical attack of the product. 
 
Anti masking 

Active IR and LDR sense when the front window/lens is obscured. 
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Introduction 
 
The LGWP range of wireless Passive Infra Red Detectors (PIR) have been designed to 
meet the newest and most demanding requirements of the CCTV market.   These de-
tectors provide the versatility of wireless whilst meeting and surpassing the require-
ments needed for a BS8418 system. 
 
Inside the PIR is a powerful microprocessor which uses a combination of fuzzy logic 
and look up tables to determine the validity of an activation.   With this technology  nui-
sance alarms are greatly reduced. 
 
The PIR also contains a shock sensor and light sensor to enhance it’s anti-tamper fea-
tures which now include physical attack and anti-cloaking.   A thermal sensor adjusts 
the parameters of the PIR in extremes of heat and cold to maintain optimum perform-
ance. 
Currently four popular lens patterns are available to cover most situations.   (See page 
5). 
A further two special lenses are planned for the near future. 
 
The PIR continuously poles in to verify that it is operational.   Every time it transmits it 
also sends other information such as battery condition as well as pulse count settings 
and software revision number. 
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How the system works 
At the heart of the system there is a Masthead  which receives the data  
transmitted by the PIR detectors.   See Fig 1. 
 
Each time a PIR (1) detects movement it transmits data to a masthead (2).   This mast-
head then does two things.   Firstly it re-transmits the data and  
attaches a text string to it which can be received by either a Pager (LGP434) or Walk 
Test Instrument (LGWT434). (3).   These devices will display the ID  
number and name of the PIR such as “Main Gate” etc. 
The walk test unit shows additional information such as the PIR’s battery status, pulse 
count setting and software version as well as the signal strength at the masthead.    
 
The second thing that the masthead does is to pass data via an RS232 link to an alarm 
system such as the LGMRU4x4 (4) Luminite relay unit configurable as 4 alarm & 4 tam-
per relay outputs or 8 alarm outputs without tampers.   Alternatively the LGRU16 (5)  
relay control unit with up to 64 alarm relay outputs and a further 64 tamper relay outputs 
may be connected in the same way.   This control unit keeps a log of events and pro-
vides text for video insertion. 
Alternatively, the masthead may be connected directly to some popular DVR/
transmission systems (6) thus illuminating complex and costly wiring.    
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Masthead LGIP-MT434 
 
This transceiver is similar to the standard LGMT434 but with the addition of IP  
connectivity.   
 
IP connectivity enables local plug and play connectivity with selected Alarms, DVR's and 

NVR's as well as a host of remote monitoring software solutions. The IMMIX platform is 

one of the first to be integrated using the robust SMTP protocol. In addition to this an-

other connection can be opened to provide client TCP/IP connection to the alarm system 

or DVR/NVR using a selectable protocol depending on the make or manufacture of the 

product. Panasonic is one of the latest integrations which provides direct communication 

with up to three PTZ cameras per PIR. 

The IP Masthead is future proofed by way of a 'Boot Loader' front end that allows remote 
upgrades of firmware as new releases become available. 
 

IP Configurator is a free download from our 
web site and enables the Masthead to be 
remotely configured for the appropriate 
alarm interface as well as installing Mast-
head firmware updates.  
 
A new feature enables up to three email 
addresses to be configured that will  
receive alerts such as 'low battery', 
'missing call', 'tamper's & alarms'. 
 

 

IP integrations include: 
 
Bi3 
Dahua 
Eyelynx 
Heitel 
Hikvision 
IMMIX 
Mobotics 
Panasonic 
Videcon 
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Types of Receivers (Transceivers) 
 

The Genesis Masthead receivers are in actual fact transceivers meaning that they can 
transmit as well as receive. 
This feature enables them to act as a repeater to relay information on to another mast-
head and also send information to the walk test instrument. 
There are currently three types of Masthead as follows: 

Masthead Relay Unit 
LGMRU4x4 

 
The masthead relay unit does everything 
that a masthead unit can do but also  
provides 4 alarm and 4 tamper relay  
outputs.   A switch change converts the 
product to an 8 alarm output without  
tampers if required. 
This model is primarily intended to connect 
directly to a dome camera’s pre-set inputs 
but may also be used to connect to DVR’s 
and alarm systems where a smaller number 
of relay outputs are required. 
 

BNC socket

Standard
antenna

Cable gland

Auxilary
terminals

LED’s 1 & 2

* *

* *
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Alarm Contacts RS232 and Power

Top board

Bottom board

Masthead LGMT434 
 
This masthead can be used it’s own as a  
Repeater or can connect to a relay unit such as 
the LGRU16.  It will also interface directly with 
some third party DVR’s and alarm systems 
without the need for a relay unit. 
The LGRU16 relay control unit will provide up to 
16 relay alarm outputs together with 16 Tamper 
relay outputs.   Four of these units will provide 
the maximum of 64 relay outputs. 
 

 

BNC socket 

BNC plug 

Standard 
antenna 

Cable gland 

12 volts In & 
RS232 out 
socket 

LED’s 1 & 2 

* * 

* * 
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Fig 1 

Walk Test 
Instrument 

LGWP series 
Wireless PIR detectors 

Alarm panel or DVR 

LGRU16  
(Alarm Relay 
Control Unit) 

Connection to con-
trol Interface  using 
4 core alarm cable. 
(RS232) 

LGIP MT434 
Masthead transceiver 
(Passes information to  
control unit) 

Up to 4 control units 
may be connected 
together to provide 
up to 64 outputs. 

 

Ethernet to the  
world wide web. 

Wireless Genesis System using LGRU16 to 
interface to NVR’s, DVRs and Alarm Panels 

 
This typical example shows how the wireless PIR detectors transmit to the LGMT434 Masthead 
Receiver, which in turn passes the alarm information via a wired link to the Alarm Relay Control Unit 
LGRU16 which monitors all the PIRs and reports missed call-ins, low battery conditions etc. The 
LGMT434 Masthead Receiver is normally placed on the outside of the building where it can get the 
best reception from the PIR transmitters 
 
As standard the LGRU16 Alarm Relay Control Unit is supplied with 8 alarm and 8 tamper outputs. It 
can be expanded up to 16 alarm and 16 tamper outputs by adding an extra module called an 
LGRM8. These alarms are provided by relay contacts and will interface with virtually any alarm sys-
tem. LGRU16 control units can be connected together to provide up to 64 outputs. 
 
Each alarm output comprises of five coloured ribbon wires. These are made up of common, normally 
open and normally closed contacts for the alarm and a pair of normally closed contacts for the tam-
per. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Features: 
Up to 64 detectors  
per system 
Full supervision from call-ins 
Battery voltage monitoring 
Easy relay interface to popular  
makes of DVR and alarm panels 
One tamper relay for each alarm relay 
LED display for alarm events 
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Lens Patterns 
The LGWP detector is available currently in four detection patterns.   
15m x 90deg.  40m x 1deg.   12m vertical curtain.   12m horizontal curtain.   ( See dia-
grams).   These lenses are not interchangeable and the correct lens type must be de-
cided before installation.   A further two special lenses are planned for the near future. 

LGWP-1520 

LGWP-4004 

LGWP-12HC 

LGWP-12VC 
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Step 4  Testing with a Walk test Instrument.    
Hang the detector on the wall bracket and walk about within the detection area using the 
Walk Test Instrument.   The test instrument will display the unit code and bleep each time 
detection takes place.   In filter mode it will ignore all other unit codes on the site and only 
respond to the detector under test.   Other information will also be displayed such as  
signal strength and Tamper, Shock and Cloak alarms.    
NB: The Cloak detection will only work during day light and is not instantaneous.   To 
test this, ensure the detector has been in position for at least 5 minutes and then cover 
the lens with a bag.   After a few minutes the detector will send a Cloak message . 
Anti Tamper will indicate if the detector is opened. 
To test the Shock sensor, strike the detector hard with something like the handle of a 
large screwdriver.  Do not hit the Fresnel lens as this may easily be damaged. 
 
 
Step 5   Angle adjustment.   There are three angle adjustment screws which must be 
slackened before the detector can be adjusted to the correct position.   Once correct area 
coverage has been achieved, lock the angle adjustment screws tightly. 
Finally ft the top and bottom screws to the wall plate to prevent it from being lifted off the 
wall bracket. 
If a sun shield is required, fit this in place before fitting the antenna. 
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Site survey testing 
 
It is recommended that a Walk Test Instrument (LGWT434) should be used to accurately 
test and set the detectors up.  A Masthead should be fitted to enable a full range test  of 
the system. 
 

 
Step 1   Install a Masthead transceiver  in a suitable position where it can easily  
be connected to the NVR, DVR or alarm system.   The Masthead should also be  
positioned where it will get the best radio reception from PIR detectors all around the site.    
An optional antenna  (AE434)  is available which will greatly improve radio reception.     
 
 A temporary test may be made quickly just by connecting a 12 volt battery to the  
masthead and placing it in it’s intended position.   Decide on a SITE Code from one of the 
32 codes available and set it on the Masthead.   Set the SUB NET Code to 1.   Switch the 
Masthead into Walk Test Mode. See Masthead installation and operating instructions for 
full details. 
 
 
Step 2  Set the same SITE Code on the Walk Test Instrument by following the operating 
instructions provided with the instrument. 
Make TEST Transmissions from all the positions where you want to site the PIR  
detectors and check the signal strength.   If signal strength is weak, decide on a different 
position for the PIR or install a repeater on the site.   NB: In a majority of cases a repeater 
will not be necessary due to the exceptional transmission range from the PIR detectors to 
the Masthead.   The PIR will achieve a better signal strength at the Masthead than the 
LGWT434 hand held walk test instrument therefore if the reading is marginal, then the 
PIR will likely work in this position.    
 
 
Step 3  When all positions have been tested and approved the fitting of the detectors can 
take place.    
Programme the required Site code, Unit code and Sub net code.   
Plug the white battery connector on to the white two pin plug positioned on the left hand 
side of the board. 
Now fit the front lens housing to the rear battery housing making sure not to trap the  
battery wires.   Fit the two M5 16 mm screws and tighten. 
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Fixing 
Undo the two socket screws 
from the wall plate and  
remove the black fixing bracket.   
For WALL MOUNTING use the 
four screws and wall plugs  
provided. 
For POST MOUNTING use 
banding or Jubilee clips.   
When it is secure, the wall plate 
may be hung back on the 
bracket and the two socket 
screws re-fitted. 

 
 

 

Connecting  
the batteries 
Unscrew the two rear 
socket screws and 
remove the whole 
front of the detector to 
expose the rear  
battery compartment.   
If changing the  
batteries, fit two 1.5 
volt Alkaline C cell’s. 
Always use high 
power long life types.   
Observe polarity as 
shown.    
Set the CODE and FUNCTION switches as described later and connect the Flying 
Socket to the circuit board.   Re-fit the PIR to the rear half.   Insert the two screws and 
tighten. 

Positioning 
The correct height for the PIR is 2 to 2.5 metres above the ground.   Careful considera-
tion when positioning the detector will greatly reduce nuisance alarms. 
The detector requires a clear view of the area to be covered.   Make sure that nothing 
can move or flutter in front of the detector and avoid facing reflective surfaces.   The fix-
ing of the detector must be solid and not sway.   Avoid situations where the detector can 
over shoot the detection area. 

Banding

or Jubilee

clip holes

Wall mounting

screw holes

Fixing Bracket

Hide the banding

screw joints inside

the wall plate.

Make sure they

are in the centre.
One of the two socket

fixing screws for

securing to wall plate.

Fig 2 

Fig 3 
 

C cell 

1.5 volt 

C cell 

1.5 volt 
Connect Flying 

Socket to PIR 

detector circuit board 

Positive 

Positive 

Anti Tamper 

spring actuator 

Tie wraps 

 



Codes & Functions explained 
There are three elements to the coding used on this system. 

 
SITE codes 
These separates one site from another. The site is the area covered by all the PIR’s on 
the system.   It can be made very far reaching by deploying repeaters.   The Masthead 
and all PIR’s as well as any other devises used on the system such as Repeaters, Walk 
Test Instruments and Pagers must all be set to the same site code. You can have 32 
sites all within radio reception range that will not interact with one another if they each 
have a different Site Code.    

 
UNIT codes 
These codes identify each individual PIR detector on the site.   There are 64 unit codes 
which are the maximum number of PIR’s per site.   More PIR’s can be fitted to a site but 
another system with a different site code must be installed to accommodate them. 
 

SUB NET codes 
(Only applicable if repeaters are used) 
These separate the site up into sections.    All PIR’s and repeaters on the site are set to 
the same site code but will only communicate with a masthead or repeater which has the 
same sub net code.   Distant PIR’s will need to rout through one or more repeaters.   
Those PIR’s must send the receiving sub net code that has been set on the nearest  
repeater.   That repeater then sends a transmitting sub net code to the next repeater or 
masthead.   Repeaters have a separate receiving and a transmitting sub net code. 
Pagers and Walk Test Instruments will respond to all unit & sub net codes and will  
receive from anywhere over the site. 
Up to seven repeaters and one masthead may be deployed on any one site. 
Some examples are shown on the following page.   The first is the most common  
scenario where all PIR’s communicate directly with the masthead without repeaters. 
 
Figures 4,5&6 are typical  examples of Sub Net usage  
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Angle Adjustment 
For left and right movement, slacken the socket screw under the pivot as shown using 
the 3 mm key provided.   For up/down movement, slacken the two socket screws either 
side of the pivot as shown in Fig 8. 

 

Antenna connection 
Fit the antenna on the screw stud and tighten the dome nut to secure it.   (Do not over 
tighten).   If a sun shield is required, fit this first. 

 

Sun shield 
Fit the sun shield to improve performance in strong sun light.   The sun shield also 
helps in keeping snow of the lens. 
To fit the shield, place the tab over the screw stud and clip both sides of the shield 
down at the front. 
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Fig 8 

Up/Down

adjustment screw

Up/Down

adjustment screw

Left/Right

adjustment screwWall Plate

Locate antenna

vertically  on the

screw stud and tighten

dome nut.

Optional Sun shield
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Pulse count  
Counts the number of pulses caused when a person walks across the detector’s 
field of view.  The greater the number, the more the person has to move to 
cause an alarm.  Pulse count 1 is very sensitive while pulse count 4 is quite  
insensitive.  Experiment with the setting to optimise the results so that  
persons are detected in good time but not so sensitive that the detector may be 
prone to false alarm from incidental movement from trees, shrubs, loose  
materials etc. 
 
Sensitivity  
The normal setting is 0.  Low sensitivity is sometimes needed to reduce the  
detection distance.  
Higher sensitivity increases distance but also increases the risk of false  
activation from environmental conditions.  
 
AND / OR  
The Genesis 2 PIR detector uses a Quad in line pyro sensor which  
acts like two separate sensors side by side.   
The AND / OR mode can select whether both sensors must detect movement 
together or whether only one or the other is required.   
AND gating is the best form of filtering out nuisance alarms from loose  
materials, foliage and reflections. 
OR gating is more sensitive and may be selected when fast moving objects are 
to be detected. 
   
Power saving  
Busy sites such as school playgrounds, car park entrances etc can cause an 
unnecessarily large number of alarm transmissions.     
Although these alarms may be ignored during the day time it is still wasteful of 
battery power and therefore in these circumstances it is recommended that the 
Power saving mode be selected. 
There are four types of power saving which may be selected to suit.  
 
1. An alarm can only be sent after 3 minutes of inactivity 
2. An alarm can only be sent after 10 minutes of inactivity 
3. An alarm can only be sent after 30 minutes of inactivity 
4. The same as 3 but with an accumulative timer which can extend the 30 

minutes if the site remains very busy.   
 In addition the sleep timer does not initiate after the first alarm but instead 
 after a build up of activity.   

Fig 4 shows PIR’s communicating directly 
with the Masthead.   All Sub Nets are 1. 
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Fig 4. 

Fig 5. 

Fig 6. 

Fig’s 5 & 6 show  
examples where one or 
more repeaters are used 
and how the Sub Net 
Codes separate the  
system. 

SUBNET 1 

SUBNET 1 

SUBNET 2 

SUBNET 1 

SUBNET 2 

SUBNET 3 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

1 Masthead 
MAST 

SYSTEM 

CONTROLLER 

SYSTEM 

CONTROLLER 

MAST 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

REP 

1 Masthead & 

1 Repeater 

REP 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

PIR 

REP 

MAST 

SYSTEM 

CONTROLLER 

1 Masthead & 

2 Repeaters 

KEY 

KEY 

KEY 
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PROGRAMMING 
This new improved Genesis 1 model now has  
an LED display and push buttons which makes  
changing settings much easier and enables  
extra features. 
 
Button functions 

   SELECT        UP 

M  MEMORISE   DOWN 

 
Power On 
When the power is turned on, the display shows momentarily. 
 
How to set standard functions 
Step 1. Enter the settings mode press M until the display shows 
 
Step 2. Scroll through mode the options with the select button    
 
When the desired mode is reached, wait a moment and then the display will 
flash the setting.      
   EG:       followed by = pulse count 1.  
   
  
To change a setting, select the mode and wait for the setting to flash. 
Scroll up or down to the desired number. 
Step 3.   Press and hold the M button to store the new number.   
 
The display shows followed by   
 
Now let go of the button and the new setting is stored. 
 
 
EXAMPLE:  M M  
 
 
To change more than one setting at a time, follow steps 1 and 2 and after 
changing the setting press to select the next mode.  Press the M button when all 
changes have been made. 
 
NB: The display will automatically turn off after 10 minutes if M is not pressed. 

M 

TAMPER 
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MODE OPTIONS   SETTINGS 
 
SI SITE     1 to 32 
SU SUB NET    1 to 8 
Un UNIT NUMBER   1 to 64 
PL PULSE COUNTING   1 to 4 
SE SENSITIVITY    -5..0..+5    -5 Lowest,  0 Normal,  +5 Highest 
An AND/OR GATING  0 = OR  1 = AND 
PS POWER SAVING    0-OFF,  1 to 4 ON (Four modes) 
 
 
 

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION CODE SETTINGS 
 
Site code 
These codes are used to separate one site from another.     
There are 32 codes to choose from and any number can be used as long as it is 
different from other nearby sites that are using Genesis products.    
The LGWT434 Walk Test Instrument can be used to search for nearby sites and 
display the site codes used so that you can avoid them.    
 
Sub net 
A division of the site code and usually only used where repeaters are required.   
See LGMT434 operating instructions for more information. 
 
Unit code 
Each detector must have an individual unit number. Set the first detector as 
UNIT1 and the second as UNIT2 etc.  Do not duplicate numbers or leave gaps. 
 

PIR FUNCTIONS 
 
Pulse count 
Counts the number of pulses caused when a person walks across the detector’s 
field of view.  The greater the number, the more the person has to move to 
cause an alarm.  Pulse count 1 is very sensitive while pulse count 4 is quite  
insensitive.  Experiment with the setting to optimise the results so that  
persons are detected in good time but not so sensitive that the detector may be 
prone to false alarm from incidental movement from trees, shrubs, loose  
materials etc. 

 


